Will Ackerman
Universally recognized as the preeminent pioneer in
the new age music movement, and the founder of
Windham Hill Records, Will Ackerman's career
spans more than three decades of remarkable
vision, single-minded determination, fervent business savvy, and "a
thorough love of the mystery of making music." The glory years at
Windham Hill with Ackerman at the helm launched the recording
careers of an abundant list of acoustic instrumentalists, many of whom
became household names. The primary influence Windham Hill cast on
contemporary music over the last three decades of the 20th century
emanated from folk roots, the acoustic guitar, and the piano. This
legacy remains with Ackerman in a uniquely prolific and peerless
career.
From a distance, Will's life is anything but ordinary. Yet upon closer examination, the
strongest, most colorful threads in the fabric of who he is are traditionally held values and
pursuits almost anyone would consider commonplace. The reality is Ackerman's success is
predicated on doing traditional things untraditionally well.
Will lives on a large spread of land in Windham County, Vermont outside Brattleboro.
There, on sprawling acreage among well-tended, expansive gardens sits a coterie of New
England-style buildings collectively called The Compound. Amid the primary residence, the
barn, the bakery, Screen House, The James, The Dream Garage, the potting shed and The
Tower, stands Imaginary Road Studios, a three-story structure and state-of-the-art recording
facility.
In 1972 he founded Windham Hill Builders, the sister company that chronologically parallels
Windham Hill Records. Of his 40-year career as a builder Will says, "The vision of completely
constructed buildings is so tangible to me, formal plans aren't really necessary." His vision for
Imaginary Road Studios was designed around the breathtaking scenery of the West River
Valley in full view from the studio's core creating a naturally serene chamber for recording
sessions.
The walls of Imaginary Road are lined with gold, platinum, and multi-platinum records
representing the millions of albums sold when Windham Hill Records rose to prominence.
The first of these is George Winston's 1980 solo piano release titled, Autumn. This album
played a pivotal role in Ackerman's life on a wide continuum speaking to the beginning of his
career and the transformation of Windham Hill Records from a cottage industry into a
corporate giant; but ultimately to Ackerman's gifts as a producer. His ability to distinguish
music that resonates on a deeply fundamental level with a wide variety of listeners has never
wavered; it's only gotten better with age.

Imaginary Road Studios is a feverish hub of activity, with a revolving door of acoustic
instrumentalists from across the country, and increasingly, from around the world. Piano and
guitar continue to be the most popular solo instruments recorded and produced under
Ackerman's direction; and a stable of studio musicians are frequently called in to add color,
texture, and depth to projects filling an increasingly demanding production schedule.
If impresario seems too strong a word to describe the unique abilities Ackerman brings to the
craft of music making, it isn't far off. It's his reputation and the impressive list of recording
artists who continue to seek him out that gives him carte blanche in taking projects through
layers of development resulting in beautifully produced volumes of work.
Since the time he was 12 years old, music has played an essential role in Will's life, but he
never intended to pursue it seriously. Folk music was a primary impetus and early influence.
The Kingston Trio, Joan Baez, Leo Kottke, and John Fahey contributed greatly to Will's love
for live acoustic music.
Will was 16 when he first discovered the music of Erik Satie (1866-1925), a major musical
influence in Ackerman's life. The avant-garde French composer and pianist was a
contemporary of Debussy, Ravel and Poulenc; and of the four, Satie was the most spare in his
compositions. "While Ravel and Debussy were engaged in flowery romantic impressionism,
Satie was like a Zen garden of simplicity," Will says. "Satie was, and still is unlike anything
I've ever heard which is praise enough. His music is very brave. Stripped back and so
essential, it haunts me.”
Jim Baldwin, Will's prep school roommate, introduced him to open guitar tunings that later
became the foundation for Ackerman's style of composition. Rick Smolan, who created the
immensely popular, "Day in the Life" photography series for Time Life Books, was another
prep school classmate responsible for taking the first photo of Will holding a guitar in 1967.
Robbie Basho is credited with giving Will "the short version" of guitar lessons as a nice way of
saying Will resisted learning to read music. Instead of forcing Will to learn theory, Basho put
an emphasis on the emotional value of music. This is a lesson Ackerman apparently took to
heart as he has always asserted, "Music, for me, is primarily an emotional experience rather
than an intellectual endeavor.”
Pursuing degrees in English and History from Stanford University, Will unexpectedly
dropped out of school just five credits short of graduation and formed Windham Hill Builders
in Santa Clara, California. Robert Ackerman, Will's dad, was an English professor at
Stanford, and there was absolutely no question Will had been groomed for a life in academia.
His sudden decision to become a carpenter was not only shocking, it was almost
revolutionary. That he would pursue a physical trade as an occupation was a stunning and
liberating turn of events that surprised everyone, including Will. "The idea of being trapped in
an intellectual lifestyle before I had an opportunity to see what the world had to offer was
more than a bit confining," he recalls. Windham Builders was a successful venture, and Will
supervised and managed residential construction throughout the greater Palo Alto area, the
Mendocino coastline, and Lake Tahoe.
During this time, he played music for Stanford University theater productions and developed
a small audience who gathered for impromptu solo concerts in campus doorways and
stairwells. The reflective nature of Will's instrumental music emerging in the post-Woodstock

era, and just prior to the heart thumping, electronic disco age was best captured in a Billboard
review written years later. "The music of Will Ackerman has that timeless introspection that
has made his music so enduring.”
Ackerman intended his debut to be a limited run of 300 LPs, a notion fashioned somewhat
after John Fahey's 1959 debut, Blind Joe Death, a limited edition of 95 copies. Through the
efforts of Will's childhood friend, Michael Kilmartin, Turtle's Navel received heavy airplay on
Seattle radio station, KZAM prompting Ackerman's first paid performance; and perhaps
more importantly, the first new age concert. At the height of the disco era, 3,700 people
attended Ackerman's solo guitar performance in the Seattle Opera House.
The unconventional success of Turtle's Navel laid the foundation for what would lie ahead.
Windham Hill Records quickly became the consummate business model for the independent
record business with other major labels attempting to capitalize on the overarching, multimillion dollar success Ackerman achieved through sheer determination and true grit.
Windham Hill was David to the recording industry's Goliath. At every turn the industry
smugly implied something couldn't or shouldn't be done, Ackerman made sure it happened his
way, on his terms.
There is a story written somewhere about Ackerman meeting with Winston in the late 1970s
to discuss a recording project for Windham Hill a few years after Winston's debut Ballads and
Blues, on John Fahey's Takoma Records went unnoticed. Winston and Ackerman were
negotiating a slack key guitar recording after a year of correspondence. At the end of the day,
Ackerman ended up bunking on Winston's couch; and George asked if he could play some
piano music before heading off to sleep. Ackerman instantly realized he'd heard folk piano for
the first time; or what Winston now calls "rural folk piano". Ackerman immediately dismissed
the idea for the guitar recording in favor of Autumn, an idea that took some compromise
before the two agreed.
Ackerman's instincts were flawless and he produced Autumn which exploded onto the
national scene after a review by Charles Young appeared in Rolling Stone magazine. Autumn
reached multi-platinum status, and remained the top-selling title in the Windham Hill catalog
for many years. Winston's December and Winter into Spring were produced by Ackerman as
well, and received RIAA-certified platinum status selling over a million copies each.
Windham Hill's breakthrough success with Winston led to an international distribution deal
through A&M Records exposing Windham Hill to the global music market. Japan became
the most significant overseas market and the largest contributor to a striking number of gold
and platinum-certified recordings abroad. These developments opened the door for Windham
Hill artists to enjoy the privilege of Asian and European tours.
Will discovered another monster talent in acoustic guitarist, Michael Hedges, at the Varsity
Theater, a Palo Alto cafe. Urban legend has it Ackerman immediately jotted out a recording
contract on a paper napkin so impressed with what he'd heard. Breakfast in the Field (1981)
and Aerial Boundaries (1984) both produced by Ackerman, are considered milestone
recordings for acoustic guitar. Aerial Boundaries was nominated for a Grammy Award - a

first for Hedges, and for Windham Hill as well. That Michael's music was organic, his own
utterly free, genre-defying style is what Ackerman's brand has come to stand for.
In the midst of Winston and Hedges' whirlwind success Ackerman created the extraordinarily
popular Windham Hill Samplers, full-length recordings with tracks from various artists. He is
also credited with the creation of the Windham Hill Winter Solstice series, the first of which
was released in 1985. This LP reached platinum status and received the label's second
Grammy nomination. The Winter Solstice concept turned into a perennially favorite national
concert tour featuring a wide range of performing artists. The term winter solstice became the
non-secular holiday mantra for a wide variety of new age recording artists outside the
Windham Hill label.
Under Ackerman's tutelage, Windham Hill Records became a leading brand of distinction, an
unprecedented accomplishment for an independent label. Will was invited to lecture at the
business schools of Harvard, Yale and Stanford. He taught independent seminars on the basic
principles of the recording industry, as well as classes at the Omega Institute in Rhinebeck,
New York.
Among his many accomplishments, Ackerman is a beloved, Grammy Award-winning
recording artist with twelve recordings in his discography. Since his debut in 1976, Will
released a new album about once every two to three years until 1992. The next three
consecutive releases, Sound of Wind Driven Rain (1998), Hearing Voices (2001), and
Returning (2004) were all nominated for Grammy Awards in the New Age category. On
February 13, 2005, Returning won the Best New Age Grammy Award.
He writes, "Returning was an opportunity to capture my career as I hope it will be
remembered. These are new recordings of my favorite pieces spanning 35 years of music
writing. Over years of performing these pieces, they've evolved nuance that was invisible to
me then. I honestly had to make this record for myself…the Grammy Award only proved to
me that it had worked for others as well.”
Will's Grammy sits beside the Grammy awarded to Corin Nelsen as co-producer of
Returning. The symbolic gramophones sit on a cherry windowsill inside Imaginary Road
Studios, encircled by a vine of ivy just outside the window.
Will's latest recording titled, Meditations, released in 2008, on Compass Productions and is
distributed exclusively through Target. In July 2008, Meditations charted at No. 1 with the
second highest reporting numbers ever recorded by New Age Reporter. This milestone is
superceded only by Jeff Oster's True, which Ackerman produced.
Personal Data:
Will was born November 16, 1949, in Palo Alto, California, the adopted son of Robert and
Mary Ackerman. From 1964 to 1967 Will attended Northfield Mount Hermon School, a
private college prep school in western Massachusetts where he was a competitive swimmer,
and a poet. He majored in English and History at Stanford University before founding his
general contracting firm, Windham Hill Builders in 1972, and Windham Hill Records in 1976.

